
Dear Members, 

 

We’re halfway through the tournament! Are you never home? Do you feel like a terrible parent, 

or husband, or wife, or employee, or cook, or housekeeper? Or player? Do you feel like all of 

the above? Yes? Good! Then you’re doing it right! These two weeks is about neglecting all other 

aspects of your life and focusing on your Irvington Club life. It’s worth it. 

 

Do you know what’s great about this tournament? Besides the meals lovingly prepared by 

volunteers? Besides the drinks lovingly served by the front desk staff? Besides the camaraderie 

in the lobby and in the stands? It’s the fact that, for everyone watching, it makes no significant 

difference if the match being placed is a first-round match, or a final, or a consolation match. 

Singles, doubles, 2.5, 4.0… Everyone watching just enjoys seeing good tennis. It’s a wonderful 

thing. 

 

So, let’s get down to business. But first, guess what? Step aside Kool and the Gang, because 

it’s Ladies Night. One free drink for all you ladies! There will be sangria! And...Carnitas Tacos, 

served hot by the 3.0 ladies! Everyone loves Mondays, and everyone loves free drinks and 

tacos! See you at the club! Here is tonight's schedule - it’s packed! And here is Tournament 

Central. 

 

OK, now let’s really get down to business. Here are all of the results. Our Sunday started with 

Keith Johnson and Steve Wilker attempting to fend off the incredibly talented duo of Roger 

North and John Popplewell. Keith and Steve (both very common names) won the first set; 

Roger and John (also very common names) won the second. The third set was a real treat, for 

the seven or eight of us in the stands - with power and precision and lobs and overheads and 

everything you might expect from tennis at this high level. Johnson and Wilker pulled out the W 

10-7 in the third set. 

 

At the same time, Brad Mathewson and Chris Reich were locked in a similarly tight battle 

against Tom Harvey and John Lynch. Everyone clearly wanted to advance. And, the scores 

couldn’t have been closer: 5-7, 7-5, 10-6. Mathewson and Reich move on. Good stuff! 

Us midday spectator diehards were then rewarded with reheated Blind Onion pizza, served up 

by Emily. Very thoughtful and much appreciated. 

 

Early afternoon brought us our first final of the tournament. Deborah Naugler vs. Marie Eckert in 

the 3.5 women’s singles draw. Both gals actually have very similar games - lots of pace, switch-

ups, running… But Deb was just a bit more consistent. Congratulations to Deb Naugler - our 

very first club champion! Next year it’s 4.0 for you, girlfriend. 

 

Yet another three-setter was taking place on court 2 at this time. Keith Zawadzki (now wearing 

sleeves!) against John Windish. At first, John was overpowering Keith, but then Keith warmed 

up and the momentum changed. Both of these guys are definitely on their way up. John 

advances. 

 

http://tennislink.usta.com/tournaments/TournamentHome/PreviewTDReport.aspx?id=99185
http://irvingtonclub.com/2017/10/14/2017-carolyn-lumber-championships/
http://tennislink.usta.com/tournaments/TournamentHome/PreviewTDReport.aspx?id=99186


Speaking of three-setters, there were two more happening at this time. Everyone is so evenly 

matched in this tournament! We had Libby North taking on Ann Reno on court 2; and Tara 

Hendrickson and Jan Rothert vs. Mary Elliott and Kathleen Goodfriend on court 1. You know 

when you go to a party, and someone else there is wearing the exact same dress? Well, we had 

that wardrobe ‘situation’ with Tara and Libby, who were wearing the same skirt. And it wasn’t 

just a black tennis skirt or something generic; it was a pleated pink striped skirt. I’ve never seen 

it before. Great minds! 

 

So, on the court, Ann out-endured Libby, with a fabulous 6-4, 4-6, 10-6 victory. Concurrently, 

Tara and Jan squeaked out a win against the always-solid Mary and Kathleen. This one truly 

could have gone either way. Such quality points, such great serves, and such amazing net play. 

6-2, 3-6, 10-8. 

 

In the men’s open doubles quarterfinal round, the father/son duo of Max and Steve Diess were 

lucky enough to encounter Alex Emerson and Mike Tammen. Lucky, because playing someone 

who’s great always elevates your game, and this was certainly the case here. Max and Steve, in 

full ‘college-search’ mode, with Steve sporting a Colorado College shirt and Max wearing a 

Gonzaga shirt and Santa Clara shorts, really held their own against dream-killers Alex and Mike. 

It was fun to watch and I’m sure it was fun to play. 

 

Speaking of fun, the soup last night was amazing. Thanks to Deb Naugler for organizing and to 

all the junior families for cooking and serving! I had several different types and they were all 

fantastic. Barb reported to me that she had 12 pieces of bread - even the bread was delicious. 

Great work. 

 

I thought Tara and Libby had outfit alignment, but they didn’t hold a candle to Char Riley and 

Anne Reno and Jill Lee and Noriko Satake. All four competitors showed up in the same exact 

shirt! What are the chances? Midway through the match, the crowd gasped as Char hit an 

overhead directly into the back of Ann’s head. Ann was actually wearing an icepack - on her 

head - later in the evening. Who knew Char was so violent? In the end, Ann and Char got 

“Norikoed” (it’s a term, on the 4.0 ladies circuit) and Jill and Noriko move on. 

 

On court 1, Tracy Bardell and Rianne Belser took on the mother/daughter duo of Kelly Fox and 

Katy Krauel. This was a fabulous match. A ball had to be a 100% winner to end a point. Nothing 

less would do. The reaches; the running; the passing shots; the placement - everything had to 

come together perfectly in order for one side to win even a point. Glorious tennis. In the end, 

Kelly and Katy won in a nail-biter - 3-6, 7-6, 10-6. 

 

The final match of the night saw the return of Josh Schweitz and Nicholas Walrod, taking on 

Andy Kerr and Adam Rothert. I couldn’t even see the ball, and I was sitting courtside. Josh 

sounds like he’s breaking a string every time he serves. This is tennis as it’s meant to be 

played. Any sign of weakness is pounced on. The point truly isn’t over until the ball bounces 

twice. I’ve never seen so many second-serve aces. At one point, Adam hit a ball so hard his 

contact lens popped out. What a match. Adam and Andy really held their own, but eventually fell 



to this very tough team. Josh and Nicholas are now in the final, awaiting the winner of Cris and 

Walter vs. Alex and Mike. It won’t get any easier from here, boys! 

 

I know...this is long. Thank you for bearing with me. I just love writing about tennis. I hope I 

haven’t put you to sleep, because it’s time for a second wind - week two is where the real action 

begins! 9:30 matches! Raffles! Theme nights! Championships! It’s all still ahead. See you in the 

stands. 

 

Blythe 


